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Thanks for choosing CRUX-170HD. CRUX-170HD involves harmonic drive system, which shows high 

torque, high precision and fast response despite its light weight. CRUX-170HD is ultra-portable, and 

perfect for both visual observation and astrophotography.

We tested for years to develop CRUX-170HD, and reflected test results. We will also improve the 

product with continuous research. The ultra-portable equatorial mount CRUX-170HD is easy to be 

carried, even overseas, and will provide high usability for you.
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1. Specifications

Equatorial mount

- Type : Equatorial mount involves harmonic reducer in RA and DEC drive.

- Right Ascension(RA) drive : Harmonic reducer with a micro stepper motor

- Declination(DEC) drive : Harmonic reducer with a micro stepper motor

- Azimuth adjustment :  Azimuth adjustment available within about +-5˚ range

- Altitude adjustment :  Altitude adjustment available within about 15˚~50˚ range

- Load capacity : 15㎝ over mount head, 7㎏ not using counterweight, 16㎏ using 3kg

counterweight.

- Total weight of the mount : 4.9kg without counterweight and counterweight shaft

- Polar axis align : Pole master* adapter integrated. Pole master is separately sold.

- Operation temperature : -30℃~+40℃

- Warranty : 5 years limited
* Pole Master is registered trademark of QHY.

Motor drive system

- Motor drive : RA 92pps, DEC 30pps

- Latitude range : About 15 ˚ ~ 50 ˚

- Slewing speed : Max 800x sidereal rate

- Power : 12V, 2A

- GOTO : Available in both hand controller and PC

- Warranty : 2 years limited
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2. List of parts

Parts

- CRUX-170HD Equatorial mount

- Counterweight shaft

- MTS 3SDI+ Hand controller

- Cables

- Hard case (can be changed per batch) 

Optional parts

- 2.5kg proprietary stainless steel counterweight

- Custom tripod adapter  
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3.�Exterior overview

1. Azimuth adjustment knob

2. Azimuth adjustment knob

3. Altitude adjustment knob

4. RA motor power connector

5. DEC motor power connector 

7 . QHY Pole Master adapter

8 . Altitude locking knob

9.�Azimuth locking knob

10. Altitude scale

11.�Telescope mounting head

6 . CW shaft mounting head
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4.�Assembly

1.�Install tripod on rigid, flat place. Make sure that one 

of the tripod leg is pointing north(south in southern 

hemisphere.)

4.�Use altitude adjustment knob to make RA axis 

to point polaris. Altitude scale can be used. 

2.�Put some heavy item on the tripod to fix in position if 

needed.

5.�Use azimuth adjustment knob to make RA 

axis to point north/south.

3.�Mount CRUX-170HD on the tripod. Make sure that RA 

axis is pointing north(south in southern hemisphere.) 

6.�Connect motor drive cable to the connector 

on the mount. Longer cable is for DEC, and 

shorter cable is for RA.
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7.�Connect motor drive cable with HC. 9.�Balance the mount. Precise balancing is not 

needed, unlike other equatorial mounts with worm 

drive.

8.�Mount telescope onto the mounting head. 10.�Completed

11.�Precisely align the polar axis. CRUX-170HD utilizes Pole Master, not polar scope to align polar axis. 

Refer to manual of Pole Master for details.
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5.�Hand controller overview

1: Connection to PC

2: Autoguide
(SBIG compatible)
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7.�Connecting to PC
1. Preperations

 RS232C-USB Converter (Sold separately) : Refer to the manual of the cable.

 Planetarium software (The sky, Stella navigator, Guide, etc.)

 The hand controller must be in tracking mode.

2. Checking COM Port number

 Connect RS232C-USB converter to PC.

 Go to device manager, and check the port number. (COM & LPT)

Screenshot below shows COM port 4.

3. Connecting with Planetarium softwares(Example : The sky)

 Launch The Sky.

 Set the location in Location.

 Select Set up menu from Telescope.
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 Select LX200 non GPS by Meade Instruments Corporation from NAME tab.  

 Click Setting, set COM port as COM port you checked on device manager. Set Baud rate as 9600. 

 Select Telescope  Link  Establish to connect to the controller. 
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 Find a bright star from eastern sky, and slew to the star manually. Click Sync as below 

to align. 

 After passing meridian during observation, it is highly recommended to move the mount 

back to the position before passing meridian. Or the mount may move in reverse.
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8.  Technical informations of HC  

Caution: Do NOT connect AC power source directly to the hand controller. Always use hand controller 

with DC power supply. Any trouble due to user's fault will not be covered by the warranty. 
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9.�Appendix : diagram of base and head

<Base Dimension, Bottom view> 

<Head dimension, Top view> 

M8 screw hole




